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I am reminded so often how amazing it is to have the opportunity to work in Christian 
education. Being in a school that is completely hinged on nothing but Jesus affords us the 
chance to dive deeply into what we believe as part of our coursework. One lesson in 
particular earlier this week blew me away.  
 

This year, our juniors are studying the history of the church in conjunction with their Bible 
class. One day this week, I decided to drop in and see what they were studying. What I 
expected to be a 5-minute visit turned into a 30-minute visit. On the screen, John 1:1-7 was 
projected. Mr. Vickers had a student read the passage and then they began dissecting it 
as a class. Since it is one of my favorite chapters in the Bible, I was all-in. “In the 
beginning was the Word…” Our teacher asked what all of this weird metaphorical 
language was talking about. As students gave the Sunday school answers (which, by the 
way, are the right ones), Mr. Vickers challenged them by simply asking, “How do you 
know? What in the text points to that?” We were prompted to leave behind what we 
previously knew about the verses and look at the Scriptures with fresh eyes, letting God’s 
Word interpret itself. What an awesome introduction to how our presuppositions affect our 
beliefs and the way we read the Bible.  
 

Phrase by phrase, our students battled to figure out how the passage worked itself out. 
After successfully connecting the dots, Mr. Vickers shared that everything we were reading 
was written in a specific way, in order to respond to the world at the time John was 
writing. Students learned about the false teachings of Gnosticism and how the Gospel-
writer took their ideas and turned them on their heads by inserting Jesus’ story. It was 
incredible to see the students’ “light-bulb” moments as they came to see how it all 
unfolded. 
 

As I said before, it is absolutely incredible to be in a place where we can study things 
through the lens of God’s Word and Truth. I am so blessed to call Tri-State home. 
 
Soli Deo gloria, 
Mr. Jones 
 

 
 

“So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God.” 
I Corinthians 10:31 


